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Notes/ Actions

1.

Welcome

All

Apologies received from Jonathan, Craig, Scott, Linda and Anne.
No response from Imran, Michelle will follow up with Jillian Evans who
represents NHS on CPA Management Group to ask whether Imran is the
appropriate contact going forward.

2.

Role and Remit
•
•

Engagement or
Empowerment?
Any other feedback

All

General discussion on the experience of the group so far and points for the
group going forward:
•

How do we make the group relevant without assuming responsibility
for all community activity. Review membership and reach into the

Responsibility

MC

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

community for the right people on the group to connect with the more
grass roots level activity - MH
Learning from covid is that a lot of funding has been awarded to
community groups e.g. third sector funding, lord provost, HIF fund.
This provides a link with communities that can help us connect in with
them -MH.
Clarity of the point of this group/ purpose. What is the point of this
group. Overview of structures or a mapping and understanding of
community engagement practice?
Engagement and Participation Strategy. Do we monitor it or do we
revise it. Understanding of the impact on hard to reach groups.
Communications and understanding. How do we engage them in the
formal structures - DB.
Became involved with the group through the development of the
Participation and Asset Transfer toolkit which was useful as there was a
tangible output - SO
Need to think about whether we are a strategic group or operational?
SO
Are we about governance or sharing best practice? MH
Fiona Clark has attended meetings but Linda Clark has attended to
represent CLD which this group has an overview of - FC
What data do we have on community engagement and how relevant is
it. How do we use it and is it applicable to what we are doing? FC
Have we lost the focus on hard to reach groups? Empowerment rather
than engagement. Engagement can just mean comms. Identify the
gaps in capacity building support to respond to the feedback. CW
How can we support communities to get involved in the improvement
projects. CW
CLD plan – engagement happening during the same period as the LOIP.
We can coordinate that work.
Phase 2 review looking at connections with wider communities.

3.

How we will work together
•
•
•

All

Future meetings
Future business
Membership

Future meetings/ business - Workshop needed at the beginning of the New
Year to explore a work programme and then agree frequency of meetings.

MC

Membership – to include representation from LEGs and Priority
Neighbourhoods. (Shamini and Colin).
Maggie suggested we include a representative from each of the community
groups in the system as mapped out in the review of locality planning phase 2.
Agreed that this might come during or following the phase 2 review.
In the meantime, an action for the group would be a mapping of how our
organisations interact with these groups. Who from the system are the
conduits to these groups and might represent or where are the gaps that we
need addressed.

4.

Sharing is caring
•

5.

Tool for engaging
communities in priority
setting

AOB

Agreed to keep this as a standing item, although did not have time to discuss
today.
Michelle

Merry Xmas and Happy New Year everyone!

All

